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The Samaritan Club of Calgary 

History Project 

Interview with Russ Wilson by Mara Foster on 
September 12, 2015. 

MARA: This is September 12, 2015. I am Mara Foster and 
I am with Russ Wilson. This is part of the oral 
history project for the Samaritan Club, but we 
are going to discuss you and your relationship 
with the Samaritan Club, as well. Tell me about 
your background. You haven’t always lived been 
in Calgary. 

RUSS: No, I was born in a little town in Australia 
called Byron Bay which is the most easterly 
point of Australia on the 30th of April, 1924. I 
lived in Australia until I was twenty years old. 
Then I came over to Canada. You can ask me a few 
more questions about prior to that, if you wish. 

MARA: Sure, tell me about that. 

RUSS: Okay, when I was 15 years and six months, I was 
working in a GPO in Sydney as a printer-
operator. 

MARA: What’s a GPO? 

RUSS: A General Post Office. They handled all 
communications with telegrams and money orders 
and all that sort of stuff. All done by Morse 
Code or teletype. So I was a combination Morse 
teleprinter operator until I was 18 years old. 
And then three people were allowed to join up. 
Because we had applied to join up but prior to 
that, the regulations stopped anyone in that 
department from joining up. So I joined the 
Royal Australian Signals.  

MARA: Mm hm. 

RUSS: I was posted to a small town called Coomalie 
Creek.  

MARA: Uh huh. 
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RUSS: My job was to receive Japanese Radio 
transmissions by Morse, all in cypher. I spent 
two years there and then I transferred to the 
Air Force. I was about 20 years old then. I came 
over to Canada in the Empire training scheme.  

MARA: Uh huh. 

RUSS: I spent some time in Mossbank, Saskatchewan 
doing gunnery training. I came back to Calgary 
and I met my wife on a blind date. We eventually 
got married, but before that, the regulations in 
Australia said that I had to be 21 years old 
before I could get married. 

MARA: Oh.[laughter] 

RUSS: So I had to a night-letter telegram to my mother 
to get permission to get married. And she 
thought everyone in Canada was French-Canadian, 
so I had to tell her that my wife’s name was 
Brown and definitely French-Canadian. And then I 
had to get permission from the commanding 
officer, to get married, which I did. My wife, 
Pat and I got married on March 10, 1945. I was 
transferred back to Australia about two or three 
days later. 

MARA: [laughter] 

RUSS: So, there’s the background. 

MARA: And you said earlier that you did some work. You 
used your teletyping experience and your typing 
experience because you were working on codes. 

RUSS: Yes, when I came to Canada, I did not know that 
the American and the Canadian telegraph 
companies used a different Morse Code. They used 
the Continental Code whereas everyone else in 
the world used the International Code. So when I 
came over here, I had to learn the Continental 
Code, which was very difficult because most of 
the letters and figures were different. I was 
fortunate to get a job in the CN 
telecommunications, next door to the Hudson Bay 
Company. I spent about six months there, I 
think, and I taught myself the American Morse 
Code and then I got a job in North Battleford, 
Saskatchewan. Prior to that, my boss applied for 
the job for me and someone in Edmonton said they 
thought I might have trouble counting the money, 
coming from pounds, shillings and pence to 
dollars, so I said to the boss, “I have a £20 
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note and I bought something for £17, 16 and 
ha’penney. How much change do I get?” I said, 
“Send that to that guy.” He did and a message 
came back that said, “He’s got the job.” 

MARA: [laughter] 

RUSS: So I became the manager-operator at North 
Battleford, Saskatchewan for three and a half 
years. 

MARA: Russ, you also mentioned that in the war, in 
Australia, you were picking up Japanese codes. 

RUSS: Yes, in Coomalie Creek. I did that for a couple 
of years. Then of course, the Japanese were 
getting pushed back north, then I was able to 
get a transfer to the Air Force.  

MARA: Oh. 

RUSS: At any rate, in North Battleford, Saskatchewan, 
I couldn’t find a place to live. Finally, there 
was a lady, her name was Mrs. Witton. She said 
“You and your family can’t live in the hotel for 
ever because it’s costing you more than your 
wages.” And I said, “Yes, you’re right.” And so 
she arranged to have me meet someone on the city 
council and they got me a war-time house.  

MARA: Oh. 

RUSS: I said, “Does is matter what services, you were 
in?”  She said, “No, as long as you were on the 
right side.” 

MARA: [laughter] “What’s a war-time house? Tell me 
about that.” 

RUSS: There are some of them here, right up the road 
from here. 

MARA: In Renfrew. 

RUSS: Yes, war-time houses, had a basement in 
everything. That one didn’t have a basement, by 
gosh. [The Wartime Housing Limited built 30,000 
houses between 1941 and 1947 to provide 
affordable housing for munition workers, 
returning veterans and their families.] 

MARA: Mm. 

RUSS: I got my first radio license in Saskatchewan.  
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MARA: Mm nm. 

RUSS: And the radio inspector came from Saskatoon to 
give me a test. You know, they give you a 
written test for theory and then they give you 
the Morse test. Well, the poor guy, his buzzer 
didn’t work. And I said, “Oh, well. Don’t worry 
about that. Just open the gaffer and key. I can 
read the sound.” And he said, “You can?” And I 
said, “Sure.” And he started to send and he made 
all kinds of errors and I could remember it in 
my head, eh? And then he said, “Aren’t you going 
to write anything down.” And I said, “No, I can 
remember and I can tell you the mistakes you 
made, too.” And he said, “You passed.”  

MARA: So was it correct to say this was Ham Radio? 

RUSS: Yes. 

MARA: What does Ham Radio mean? 

RUSS: I don’t know what the designation Ham means… 
just general radio, I think.  The proper name is 
Amateur Radio. You have to have a license which 
I got in Saskatchewan. I got a call sign – VE5W, 
which was my initials. 

MARA: Uh huh. 

RUSS: And when I left North Battleford, to come to 
Edmonton, I had to get another call sign. And 
the radio inspector said “I’m going to give you 
VE6VK.”  Well VK is the designation for 
Australia. So any Amateur Radio operators in 
Australia start off their call sign with VK and 
so on. So mine was VE6VK, so that’s what I have 
still. 

MARA: Oh? And you have a great big tower outside your 
house. 

RUSS: Yes. I can turn the antenna to the direction 
that I want to work. For instance, this is my 
log book. When I work a station, I put the call 
sign here and I talk on the Morse. This happens 
to be a Russian island, up in Arctic. 

MARA: Oh. 

RUSS: These guys are on a seven day expedition to 
Vovzhanskogo Island. 

MARA: Oh. 
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RUSS: And I have had contact with them. So now what I 
have to do is send one of my cards to them and 
get their card back and that confirms that I’ve 
got it. Then I have to send by email to England 
and tell them that I have the cards. They give 
me credit for it but only partial credit. I have 
to wait and send those cards to a checkpoint. 
The checkpoint sends those cards off to make 
sure they are legitimate and then I get proper 
credit.  

MARA: Oh? 

RUSS: I have 1112 islands worked and I am number three 
in the world. There are no Americans and no 
Canadians ahead of me. There are two Italians 
ahead of me.  

MARA: Ah? 

RUSS: But I won’t get any better than three because 
the islands that I haven’t worked are just a few 
but they’re not liable to ever get back on the 
air again. Some of them, the governments of 
various places will not allow anyone to go on 
the island. 

MARA: Oh, I see. 

RUSS: But at any rate, I’m not worried. I got a trophy 
from England for that. 

MARA: Excellent. And you have plaques up all over the 
room and awards. 

RUSS: Yes, I have so many of them, I have them in 
books. 

MARA: Oh. What are the awards for then? For the number 
of places you’ve contacted? 

RUSS: The idea is to work as many different islands in 
the world, but they must be in the ocean. 

MARA: So, to contact people on those islands? 

RUSS: Yes, that’s right. There may not be any 
inhabitants. They all have a designation of a 
number. For instance, North America 43 is 
Nunavut Third Drop Islands Group. Now what that 
is a few islands up there. Some of them belong 
to Nunavut and some of them belong to some other 
part of Canada. If I want to work that island, I 
have to wait until someone goes there and the 
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chances are not that great because it’s quite 
expensive. 

MARA: Yes. 

RUSS: But I can show you, right behind you there, I’ve 
already sent some cards. This one hasn’t been 
sent away yet. This one is for Sandy Island, off 
of Australia, up on the west coast. Now, I’ve 
sent my cards to them, and I’ve got these cards 
back. 

MARA: Mm. 

RUSS: Before December, if I have a couple more cards 
to send, I’ll put them in an envelope and I’ll 
send them to this checkpoint in British 
Columbia. 

MARA: Oh? 

RUSS: He checks my cards over and then I get credit. 

MARA: And these are like postcard size. 

RUSS: Yes and all the information about the contact is 
on the reverse side. 

MARA: And has the name of the island and beautiful 
photos.  

RUSS: You have to have the number of the island, the 
designation of the island on it. This guy, here, 
is an American. He came from Chicago or 
somewhere. These are the contacts. This is my 
call sign and these are the contacts. 

MARA: So there is really still a vast community of Ham 
Radio people. 

RUSS: Yes. Here’s my card. I don’t want to lose those. 

MARA: Oh, it’s beautiful. Here is your call sign at 
the top and a beautiful picture of Calgary with 
the mountains and the river. And here’s your 
name on the back. 

RUSS: That’s right. I operated from a billy boat. It’s 
the only time that it’s been done in the world. 
And also I operated from horseback.  

MARA: You mean, you sent radio messages from… 
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RUSS: Transmitting right from the horse. See, there’s 
the antenna floating around there.  

MARA: So what’s a billy boat? 

RUSS: It’s for fly fishing. You sit in and you’ve got 
your legs down here and you’ve got your paddles 
and you paddle around. I set it all up so I 
could operate amateur radio from it sitting on a 
piece of board here, and here’s the antenna 
floating around. 

MARA: Oh? 

RUSS: And of course, I’ve got the whole lake as the 
ground. I worked 190 some odd stations before 
the battery went dead. 

MARA: Oh. [laughter] 

RUSS: They were all over the world. Then from the 
horse I had a set up a high frequency set-up 
which is difficult to do from a horse. And I 
mean you could use these little handheld things 
from a horse with no problem_but this is high 
frequency so that you can work anywhere in the 
world. I worked into Albania. 

MARA: So working means contacting? So you were able to 
contact people in those countries? 

RUSS: That’s right. Here’s one that I got on some of 
my fishing trips. I go to a place called 
Skitchine Lodge. There’s an extinct volcano.  

MARA: So this is Dagger Lake, British Columbia, 
Skitchine Lodge. It’s a beautiful picture. 

RUSS: That one, I was marooned up on top of this 
place. We had an accident. I’d been up there 
about six times with a friend and he developed 
angina. 

MARA: Oh, you were up on the mountain behind the 
lodge.  

RUSS: Yes, this was up on top of the volcano. What 
happened is that I got hurt. The guy that I was 
with went the wrong way. So I told him, “You’re 
going the wrong way.” So he says, “No, no, no, 
we’re going the right way.” At any rate, I had 
an accident and I was up on the volcano all 
night and they brought in five helicopters, 35 
search and rescue and about twelve trucks. My 
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mate, he had my jacket and he was down in the 
bush, somewhere. He was disoriented and he was 
lost. He spent the night in the bush and I spent 
the night up on rocks. A little girl from 
Montreal who was in search and rescue found me. 
I had a great big bash on my arm. This arm was 
black. So finally, I got taken to Kamloops to 
the hospital and got fixed all up and came back 
and finished off my fly fishing. 

MARA: What year was that, Russ? 

RUSS: I’m trying to think. I know they asked me 
questions and I was well over 80. 

MARA: Mm. 

RUSS: I could have been about 85 or 88 because they 
asked me “What’s this crazy guy like you 
climbing up on the volcano?” and I said, “Well, 
you got to keep climbing.” They won’t let me 
climb up there again. 

MARA: Tell me about fly fishing. You are a fly 
fisherman? 

RUSS: I’m no real expert. I tie my own flies and I won 
three contests at the Hook and Hackle Club in 
Calgary prior to 1969. This is how I actually 
became interested in the Samaritan Club because 
one of the fellows that was at Hook and Hackle 
Club, his name was Dave White. Marie Ann [White] 
was a volunteer. 

MARA: Mm hmm. 

RUSS: Well, Dave was also a volunteer. And Dave said 
to me, “Russ, we’re going to quit the Hook and 
Hackle Club.”  There was some dissention in the 
ranks there, so we decided to get out of the 
Hook and Hackle. Dave asked me if I would like 
to help him at the Samaritan Sale and I said 
“Sure.” That’s how we went to the Samaritan Sale 
in 1969 and we sent several years in the parcel 
checking and we had a lot of fun with that, all 
of the ladies with their parcels.  They kind of 
like a little bit of humour. I can’t remember 
any of the stories that we were telling them, 
but they seemed to enjoy our stories and all of 
the kidding we had with them, with all their 
parcels and stuff.  

RUSS: But anyway, then Dave said to me one day, “Oh, 
you’re in electronics all the time. Would you 
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like to go in the Housewares where they do the 
electronics?” I said, “Sure that would suit me 
down to the ground.” Then I moved into the 
Housewares and I started to do the checking of 
the electrical and the electronic stuff and cell 
phones and stuff like that. What I’ve been doing 
lately, some of the cell phones that they bring 
in, the batteries are missing or the memory chip 
is missing. So what I do is bring them home and 
I get on the internet and get pieces and parts 
from China and I fix them up. So I have a bunch 
in here that I fixed up this year. 

MARA: Oh, wonderful. Wonderful. 

RUSS: So they should be able to get a few bucks for 
that. But printers and stuff like that, those 
are useless because they cost you too much for 
cartridges and stuff. I don’t bother. I just 
throw them out. 

MARA: Oh? 

RUSS: What else. Oh, of course, Jeanette works over in 
the toys. 

MARA: This is your daughter. 

RUSS: Yes, my daughter Jeanette. She doesn’t know how 
long she’s been there, but she’s been there a 
long time, too. 

MARA: Yeah. 

RUSS: So, a couple of years ago, I had a bunch of 
flies tied up and I thought, “Why not sell them 
at the Samaritan Sale?” 

MARA: Mm. 

RUSS: And so she did. And she said last year, some guy 
came in and bought $180.00 worth right off the 
bat. 

RUSS: Wow.  

RUSS: And so this year, I have about 400 flies tied 
up. 

MARA: Wow. 

RUSS: She’ll be able to sell a few of those. 

MARA: What department are they sold in? 
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RUSS: They are sold over where the toys are. What my 
youngest daughter does is she puts an 
advertisement on kijiji. 

MARA: Oh? 

RUSS: And tells them that there are hand tied flies 
available at the Samaritan Sale on such and such 
a date and you can take your pick, so many for 
$1.00. Some are $1.00 each, some three for $1.00 
or two for $1.00 or whatever. 

MARA: Ah. 

RUSS: That really goes over because that’s where 
people look. I’ve always had lots of good help. 
You know, Jeanette?  Jeanette and I work 
together. And usually a couple of young Chinese 
people come in there on the Friday and they are 
trying to learn English. I don’t know if I’m 
very good to teach them English, because I would 
be teaching them Australian.  

MARA: [Laughter] 

RUSS: Anyway, we get along pretty good. I take a meter 
and I check things. Sometimes I sit down because 
I can’t stand up all day long. 

MARA: Uh huh. 

RUSS: They bring the equipment to me and I check it 
and I mark it okay and Jeanette puts the price 
on it. 

MARA: This would be kitchen type equipment.  

RUSS: Yes, that’s right. I think they call it 
Housewares. I’m not sure of it. That’s part of 
the group. 

MARA: And you’ve just done that forever. 

RUSS: I’ve been doing that for 46 years. 

MARA: I understand that the Samaritan Club gave you a 
plaque. 

RUSS: Yes, they did. 

MARA: What was that? 

RUSS: Barb Cousens gave me the plaque. I can’t 
remember how many years that I worked there. One 
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day, last week, I remembered that there was a 
prize that I won and I stencilled it on the 
metal the date and I knew that was the date just 
before I joined the Samaritan Club. That’s how I 
happened to know the date. The plaque that she 
gave me was for 35 years.  

MARA: Oh? 

RUSS: That’s okay. It doesn’t matter. I wasn’t worried 
about the date anyway. It was really nice and I 
appreciated it.  

MARA: Yes. 

RUSS: As a matter of fact, my daughter put it in a 
frame up in the bedroom. 

MARA: Oh, good. 

RUSS: Okay, that’s about me in the Samaritan Club. I 
don’t think we’ve had any real funny stories to 
tell except when we were in the parcels and used 
to joke with the girls. 

MARA: Why do you stay with the Samaritan Club? 

RUSS: I enjoyed it. I like helping charities and the 
Samaritan Club happened to be one of my 
favourites. They had such a good reputation that 
I wanted to stay there as long as I’m living.  

MARA: Oh. 

RUSS: If they have to cart me out… I cancelled a 
fishing trip this year because I had what I 
thought was a mini-stroke. The guys that I 
normally fish with, all but one, they’ve passed 
away. Now I am fishing with their sons and I 
told them that I thought it would be advisable 
if I didn’t go up in the bush this year, in case 
of a problem. That’s very difficult to get out 
of. It turned out that someone did pass away 
this year. They had a heart attack. 

MARA: Oh. 

RUSS: They couldn’t bring the helicopter in because it 
was dark, so he passed away. 

MARA: Oh, dear. 

RUSS: The people at the Lodge keep in touch with me 
and they figured that I did the right thing. 
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MARA: Oh. Can I ask you how old you are? 

RUSS: Ninety-one. 

MARA: You’re still young. 

RUSS: I got a thing from the radio club…. 

MARA: You’ve got a card here that says, “Would you 
believe this young looking guy is turning 
ninety. We thank you Russ and wish you a happy 
90th from all the members of the CCC. 

RUSS: Calgary Communications Club. 

MARA: Ah. 

RUSS: It’s very nicely done, isn’t it? 

MARA: Yes, that’s lovely. And so now I know way more 
about Calgary Communications.  Tell me more 
about the Sale.  Do you think things have 
changed over at the Sale since you’ve been 
working there? 

RUSS: Not over where I was working. It seems to be 
about the same. Some people come in with things 
that are filthy. Some of stuff that come in are 
quite dirty.  

MARA: Yes. 

RUSS: I try to clean some of it but if it’s too dirty, 
I don’t bother and put it into the garbage. I 
don’t think there’s much change in that 
department because I’m not there on the 
Saturday, so I don’t know what goes on then. I 
know what we do, we just mark all the stuff okay 
with a sticker and Jeanette puts the price on 
it. Another thing I do at the Hillhurst 
Community Centre, you cannot check the 
telephones because they have a switching system. 
Any telephones that come in, I have to put them 
in a box, bring them home on Friday afternoon 
after I am finished there. I work here until 
midnight, checking all of these telephones over. 
If they are okay, I mark them as okay. 

MARA: Mm. 

RUSS: And I put a price on them. I don’t put too much 
on them, a couple of bucks. If it’s a real good 
one, I put $5.00 on it. If it’s a real antique, 
then it’s worth quite a bit of money, so I’ll 
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let them put the price on that. So there’s 
usually about 20 or 30 cell phones that come in. 

MARA: Uh huh. 

RUSS: I got a bunch to go this year, already. I didn’t 
finish testing them for the last Sale, so that’s 
the other thing that I do. I can’t think of any 
other changes. 

MARA: Okay. So, you’re still happy that you are 
helping out. 

RUSS: Yes, as I said, I’d like to do it as long as I 
can. As long as my mind is okay. I think with my 
fly tying and my ham radio, I keep my mind 
pretty well occupied. My fingers are still 
nimble and I can still touch type. 

MARA: Yeah? 

RUSS: I’ll just bring up the Radio Society of Great 
Britain, the IOTA. 

MARA: Okay. 

RUSS: What I am doing is putting my call sign in here 
and passwords and sign in. I can go up here and 
my credits are shown. This tells me what I’ve 
got confirmed and all of the rest of it. Here is 
my checkpoint – V7IGE. He’s in BC. Here’s my 
awards for the islands. IOTA is Island on the 
Air.  See it says here that I have already sent 
the information that I have received three cards 
and it says right here that I have 1107, three 
pending. Since that time, I’ve got a couple more 
that I am waiting for cards. I keep a little 
list here and when I get the five cards 
together, I’ll have to send another two, by 
internet, then I’ll end up with 1112 altogether. 

MARA: So that’s 1112 confirmed connections with 
islands.  

RUSS: Islands of the world that are in an ocean. Now 
if I go here, I think it’s called G3AMA. Now, 
this is the honour role. That’s this year. Last 
year, I was number three. This year, I am number 
four, actually. See, there’s my call sign.  

MARA: Yes. 

RUSS: And there’s no Americans, there are two Italians 
and a guy from Croatia. He’s number one. 
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MARA: Oh. 

RUSS: He’s 1110 and I am credited with 1107.  

MARA: Oh, but you’re going to get above him. 

RUSS: Yes, but I won’t get any higher than three, 
where I was because the islands that I need will 
not be put on and see, some of these guys have 
already worked them years ago. 

MARA: Yes. 

RUSS: So that’s how it’s tabulated. You can see 
there’s a lot of people. 

MARA: Yes. So I thought ham radios were gone. 

RUSS: No. And of course, if I do this: [radio noise] 
you see it tells me, I’m 14 megahertz. Click on 
that. 

MARA: Okay. 

RUSS: These are the stations that are on the air. 

MARA: Right this very moment? 

RUSS: Yes. But what I look to first, Mara is this 
here. It says moderate storm. That means there 
is a solar flare. This means that the A index is 
59. It should be one. So that means to me, I’m 
wasting my time going on the air. 

MARA: Oh? 

RUSS: I’ll give you an idea of how it works: [radio 
noise]   I was transmitting. I’ll just shut that 
off. That was just sending my call sign. If I 
was transmitting on the air, it would go over 
that big antenna. 

MARA: That’s outside. 

RUSS: Yes, it’s facing Japan, right now. So it’s 315 
degrees. If I wanted to turn it, I would just 
turn this couple of switches and it turns it 
around. I could aim towards … you can look up 
here and if there are any stations close by…. 
Look this guy is in Brazil. That’s in Croatia. 
There’s a guy, mobile in his car, down in 
Cleveland.  

MARA: Oh. 
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RUSS: I can actually turn the beam around to face 
them.  There was a guy here last night and I was 
giving him a demonstration and I turned the beam 
around. There was a guy in Mexico and I talked 
to him. I talked to him in Morse, but I can do 
voice as well.  

MARA: Oh, uh huh. On the Morse Code, you mean.  

RUSS: Being a Morse operator, all these years, it’s 
just like you talking to me.  

MARA: Yeah. 

RUSS: And that’s what made me a bit deaf, because I 
wore earphones all the time. 

MARA: Oh.  

RUSS: It was a big heavy type of earphones that push 
up against your eyes. Notice my ears are up 
close to my head, they’re not sticking out. 
That’s why. 

MARA: Oh.  

RUSS: The doctor said “How come your ears are right up 
against your head?”  I said “Ear phones.”  
That’s how it works, anyway, Mara. 

MARA: Thank you for showing me. 

RUSS: I’ve got it all programmed so everything runs 
though into the radio. I can do radio teletype 
and things like that. 

MARA: Did you set this all up yourself? 

RUSS: Yes. 

MARA: Oh! 

RUSS: In fact, when I started I built all my own 
stuff. 

MARA: Uh huh. 

RUSS: And I finally bought some stuff. It was quite 
nice, too. I sold some yesterday, as a matter of 
fact, because I figured I wasn’t going to use it 
again. 

MARA: So why is it that everybody thinks that older 
people can’t work computers and technology? 
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RUSS: I think it’s a misconception because I built my 
own computer for my first two computers, myself.  

MARA: Yes. 

RUSS: Actually, they were Apple and then I was given 
one. One of my fishing friends gave me a PC and 
I got it working and I got another one there 
given to me. I’m still working on it, but I’m 
missing a couple of programs on it. I’ve got it 
working on Windows 10. See, a couple of my 
friends said that they couldn’t get on Windows 
10. I said, “It’s so simple.” Except that when I 
toyed with this one, it wasn’t so simple.  

MARA: Oh. 

RUSS: I had trouble. It took me two hours to get it 
going, at any rate. 

MARA: So you just have the right kind of mind for this 
kind of thing, or it’s just because you’ve been 
working at it for so long. 

RUSS: Well, I’ve been in electronics my whole life. I 
think that does help and it keeps, you know, 
your mind occupied with what you’re doing. I 
found lately, since I had that mini-stroke, I’ve 
lost a bit of memory.  

MARA: Oh? 

RUSS: One day I went out to the garage. I usually do 
my own work on the car and I was going to change 
the oil and I went out to the car and do you 
think I could figure out how to open the hood? 
[laughter] I couldn’t. I came back in the house 
and I said to Jeanette, “I can’t remember how to 
open the hood. I’ve got to spend ten minutes out 
there.” She says, “Oh, I think there’s a lever 
inside the door.” Of course there is. It was 
just a momentary loss of memory. It happened 
just after that little episode.  

MARA: Oh. 

RUSS: I’m okay now. I can remember guys’ call signs 
and names and all that. 

MARA: Russ, thank you very much for doing this. I 
really appreciate it. It’s awfully good of you 
to give me your time. It’s great fun meeting 
you, too. 
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RUSS: Well, I probably bored you with some of the 
stories. 

MARA: No, it’s been lovely. Thank you. 

Thank you to The Calgary Foundation. 

  


